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Abstract. Due to high latency of the Internet, it becomes a challenge to access 

large and widely distributed data quickly and efficiently on data grids. Replica-

tion is a process to address this issue, by storing data in different locations to 

reduce access latency and improve data locality. However, because of the li-

mited storage capacity, a good replica replacement algorithm is needed to im-

prove the efficiency of the access to the replicas. In this paper, a VO-based 

two-stage replica replacement algorithm is proposed, which provides a good so-

lution to deal with the relations between value and cost. In a VO, replica value 

is determined according to popularity to make sure which replica will be re-

placed, and the bandwidth is predicted to make replacement cost as low as 

possible. Experiments show that compared with traditional replacement algo-

rithms our new replica replacement algorithm shows better performance and ef-

ficiency of the data access on Data Grids.  
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1   Introduction 

Data Grid [1] is a new kind of data management infrastructure to manage large 

amounts of data produced by some large-scale data-intensive science research. It 

enables geographically distributed data to be accessed and analyzed by different 

communities of researchers which are always geographically distributed. The main 

challenge Data Grid faced with is how to well support efficient data access and shar-

ing, which is hindered mostly by the high latency of Wide Area Networks. Therefore, 

large amounts of data need to be replicated at several distributed sites, to make data 

access as quick as possible. 

As the study on Data Grid becoming more popular, techniques of replica manage-

ment become increasingly well into research [2, 3]. Replica management service 

discovers the available replicas and selects the best replica that based on some selec-

tion criteria. However, because of the limited storage capacity, an efficient replica 

replacement algorithm is needed to replace low value replicas with high value repli-

cas. 



The more popular replica replacement algorithm now is based on an economic 

model. In the algorithm, a grid is recognized as a market, and the eventual purpose of 

the algorithm is to maximize the profits gained by the storage sites and to minimize 

the cost paid by the computing sites. However, this kind of model just considers the 

value factor well during the replacement. In real circumstances, cost factors such as 

network latency and bandwidth consumption should be taken into account. 

Such kind of research work has also been done in Southeast University. A predic-

tion-based and cost-based replica replacement algorithm was proposed in [7], which 

combined prediction factor and cost factor together. The product of the prediction 

factor and the cost factor is considered to be a new replacement factor. The main 

disadvantage of this algorithm is that a replica with high predicted value may be re-

placed because of its too much cost. Therefore, how to find a point at the best combi-

nation of value and cost is the key in replica replacement algorithms.  

Moreover, all prediction methods for replica value are based on some particular file 

access patterns [4] and the content similarity between files. The access pattern itself is 

a variation. A method adaptive to one access pattern may not perform well if access 

pattern changes. In addition, the content similarity between files is still an open prob-

lem, which has great difficulties in implementation. Therefore, the prediction methods 

do not have good performance in real grid systems even if they perform well in simu-

lation.  

A VO-based two-stage replica replacement algorithm is proposed in this paper. In 

the first stage, replica value is calculated according to popularity, and higher value 

replicas are confirmed to replace low value replicas. In the second stage, replacement 

cost can be made as low as possible through the prediction of network bandwidth 

periodically.  

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2, related work is dis-

cussed briefly in the research field of replica replacement. In section 3, a detailed 

description is made about our new replica replacement algorithm. Section 4 is the 

experiments and results of the algorithm. Section 5 gives a conclusion and discusses 

shortly about future work. 

2   Related Work 

A definition of replica replacement algorithm was made at the first time in [5]. 

In [6], a marketplace interaction model was used to optimize access and replication 

of data on a Data Grid. Optimization is obtained via interaction of the actors in the 

model, whose goals are maximizing the profits and minimizing the costs of data re-

source management. The model consists of four kinds of actors: Computing Element, 

Access Mediator, Storage Broker and Storage Element.  

A cost-driven replication algorithm was proposed in [8], which can dynamically 

replicate data on the Grid. Replica decisions were driven by the estimation of the data 

access gains and the replica’s creation and maintenance costs that based on some 

factors such as replica size and bandwidth. However, its bandwidth factor doesn’t 

change dynamically. 



In order to make the replica replacement cost as low as possible, a proper choice of 

prediction is crucial. Currently, a number of prediction approaches have been used in 

many fields. In [9], the authors constructed two component models, network and disk 

access, and then combine these performance models for a prediction of I/O perfor-

mance. However, this approach may not be practical, because in a shared environ-

ment the performance may be dynamic. 

Another approach for predicting is to use observations on the whole system. The 

Network Weather Service [10] provides the TCP/IP throughput forecasts based on 

observations from past end-to-end network performance. This approach of forecast-

ing end-to-end behavior from historic performance of the entire system has been 

applied to predict file transfer time in some applications. 

There are also some Grid simulators for study dynamic data replication algorithms. 

OptorSim [4] is such a simulator, which uses a prediction function to make decisions 

of replica replacement. The disadvantage is that in OptorSim bandwidth and replica 

size are fixed. As a result the cost factor is not taken into account carefully. 

3 The VO-based Two-Stage Replica Replacement Algorithm 

3.1   Scenarios 

A local storage site may receive several file requests from computing sites. A request 

may request only one file or more. All the files requested form a requested file list 

(F1,…,Fn). Excluding those files which have already been stored in the storage site, 

the rest should be transferred from other storage sites to local storage site in the form 

of replicas, and these files also form a file list (f1,…,fm). Replica replacement will be 

triggered if there is not enough space left for all the new files. As a result, a selection 

should start in the file list (f1 ,…, fm). 

3.2   The First Stage: Value Determinations 

First, we need to give a definition of replica value in this algorithm. As we know, 

request patterns for the files can exhibit various locality properties [5], including:  

Temporal Locality: Recently accessed files are likely to be accessed again.  

Geographical locality (Client locality): Files recently accessed by a client are likely 

to be accessed by nearby clients.  

Spatial Locality (File Locality): Files near a recently accessed file are likely to be 

accessed. 

The definition of Spatial Locality was used in [11] to put forward a prediction me-

thod of replica value. In that paper, replica value is defined as the number of times 

that a replica will be requested in a fixed future time window. The method has two 

assumptions, one is sequential correlation between file requests, which means that, if 

a file f0 was accessed last time, files have bigger content similarity to f0 (what “near” 



means exactly in the definition of Spatial Locality) will be accessed more likely next 

time. The content similarity is reflected by the difference of file identifiers. Assuming 

that there are two files f1 and f2 with identifiers ID1 and ID2 respectively, the smaller 

the difference |ID1-ID2|, the bigger the content similarity between file f1 and f2 is.  

However, in the real implementation of a Data Grid, the file identifier is no more 

than a sign that makes a file be unique in the grid. The identifiers can not reflect the 

content similarity well, because they are generated randomly. For example, in Euro-

pean DataGrid, the UUID is a long string composed of numbers and letters, which 

can be obtained by some particular algorithm [15].  

As mentioned above in section 1, prediction methods for replica value are based on 

some particular file access pattern, which itself is a variation. A method adaptive to 

one access pattern may not perform well if access pattern changes. And it is very hard 

to confirm access patterns before the replacement starts. Therefore, the prediction 

method of replica value based on content similarity does not have good performance 

in real circumstances.  

In this paper, replica value is defined as something like popularity in different vir-

tual organizations (VO). A virtual organization is a set of individuals and/or institu-

tions defined by some sharing rules [16]. It could be, for example, consultants en-

gaged by a car manufacturer to perform scenario evaluation during planning for a 

new factory, or members of an industrial consortium bidding on a new aircraft and 

members of a large and international high-energy physics collaboration. 

From the definition we can know that members in a VO are more likely to be inter-

ested in the same content or similar content. As a result, the jobs they submit may 

request files that have similar content more probably. Then a definition of replica 

popularity is given. Replica popularity reflects how popular a file is in a VO. In a grid 

system, it can be expressed by the total times of requests in a fixed time period. The 

initial value of popularity of a file and all its replicas is zero. And the popularity will 

increase by one unit every time a file or its replica is requested. Meanwhile, the popu-

larity of all files is reduced periodically, in order to prevent some disturbance from 

replicas that is just very popular in the past. In addition, replicas can’t be replaced if 

their ages are smaller than a pre-configured value of age, since some relative new 

replicas which can show high value in future may be replaced because of their current 

low value. The age of a replica is the time a replica has been stored in a storage site.  

Replica value in this paper can be measured by replica popularity. The bigger the 

replica popularity, the higher the replica value is. In a VO where members have simi-

lar interests, files with bigger replica popularity may also be requested more times in 

the future. So files of bigger popularity should be kept, and files of smaller popularity 

should be replaced when the storage capacity is out of limit. 

In fact, the formation of VOs reflects Geographical locality (Client locality) well. 

Files recently accessed by a client in a VO are likely to be accessed by another client 

in the same VO. Although clients may be physically distributed, they logically form a 

VO with similar interests. In addition, the popularity also reflects the Temporal Lo-

cality. Recently accessed files are likely to be accessed again in the future.  

According to the results in our former research, a rule was made by us that the val-

ue factor is more important than the cost factor. Storing a replica with high value will 

be helpful to improve the speed of data access. However, a replica with low value 



does no good to the rise of data access speed, even if it has a low replacement cost. 

That’s because it won’t be requested much times in the future.  

3.3   The Second Stage: Prediction of Bandwidth 

At the beginning, we also give a definition of replacement cost factor, which is the 

quotient of replica size and bandwidth. Cost factor is an important factor during the 

whole process of replica replacement. Replicas with a variety of sizes have different 

replacement cost, even replicas of the same size may have difference in replacement 

cost due to different bandwidths. Our purpose is to decrease the cost factor, so the 

jobs will spend shorter time in waiting for replicas they need. Consequently, the grid 

computing will have a better performance, especially for some real-time applications. 

In a word, the lower the cost factor is, the better is the performance of replacement 

algorithm.  

In the first stage, replicas which will go to the second stage have been conformed, 

so the size factor is fixed. Therefore, the bandwidth should be considered carefully. 

Algorithms employed previously do not pay much attention to dynamic bandwidth 

changes. Instead, bandwidths between sites are all configured as constants, which do 

not conform to real circumstances. There are also some algorithms predicting the 

bandwidth. For example, mean-based techniques, the general formula of which is the 

sum of previous values over the number of measurements. Another method is based 

on evaluating the median of a set of values. These two prediction methods are all 

based on historical data. However, they do not have good accuracy. 

In order to improve accuracy, a new prediction method is proposed here, which is 

also based on historical data. By prediction, a network link with the biggest predicted 

bandwidth will be chosen to transfer the replica. Of course, the source site should 

have the replica requested. 

As we know, the bandwidth of every network link changes dynamically in a range, 

which has a max value and a min value. As a result, the bandwidth of a link could be 

recognized as a random variable. 

For every network link, the total traffic every time interval D is measured. Then the 

bandwidth of the link during the interval D can be figured out. After measuring for N 

times, we have a time series of bandwidth f(1),…,f(N). To improve the prediction 

precision, we calculate the average bandwidth fm(1),…fm(n) by 
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  Then we predict the future network bandwidth based on this averaged time series 

of bandwidth. The method applied in the prediction is the minimum mean square 

error (MMSE) method. Assuming that the real bandwidth in the future time interval 

mD is Fm(n+1) and the predicted bandwidth is fm(n+1), so fm(n+1) could be expressed 

as 



 

fm(n+1)=a1fm(1)+a2fm(2)+…+anfm(n)+b (2) 

 

By the way, a1,…an and b are the coefficients to minimize the mean square error of 

the prediction, which could be expressed as  E[{Fm(n+1)-fm(n+1)}2]. Detailed solu-

tions to this function could be referenced by [12]. Thus, we get the predicted band-

width of every network link in a future time window mD.  

In our former research, we just chose the best one——the one with the largest 

bandwidth to transfer the needed replica at the beginning of the transfer. However, 

some problems happened in real circumstances. The network link we chose could 

become slower than others, which would cause the whole replacement to be delayed 

greatly. To the contrary, some network link that is slow previously may become faster 

than others. In order to address these problems, a little change was made to our algo-

rithm. We divided the whole replica into several equal parts. At the beginning, a best 

network link is chosen to transfer one part of the replica. When the transfer of one 

part is finished, the algorithm chooses a new best link to transfer another part also 

based on the prediction results. The algorithm does not go to an end until all the parts 

of all needed replicas have been transferred to local storage site.  

4   Evaluation 

4.1   Experimental Setup 

SEU-SOC [13] is a grid system built for the AMS (Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer) 

project. The AMS project [14] is an experiment with the goal of searching for anti-

matter and dark matter in space, which will be carried out in the year of 2008. Cur-

rently, large amounts of simulation data have been produced for storage and analysis. 

The computing part of the SEU-SOC consists of three virtual organizations. One is 

for Monte Carlo simulation, one is for data processing and the left one is for data 

analysis. 

   Our evaluation testbed is deployed on the VO for data analysis. Some machines 

have been chosen to do this evaluation and the topology of these machines is show in 

Figure 1. The jobs for data analysis are submitted to CEs (computing element), and a 

CE can get all files needed from the SEs (storage element). In order to make the eval-

uation easier, we make a rule that every CE has the same priority and processing 

ability as well as a storage space of 1GB. Every SE has a storage space of 2GB. A job 

may need only one file or more and the file size ranges from 1M to 1000M. Moreover, 

all machines have been installed Globus toolkit 4.0 including GridFTP server confi-

gured for data transfer. 



Table 1. Some parameters in the experiment 

CE numbers 3 

SE numbers 8 

Max Bandwidth 100Mb/sec   

Workloads 10 jobs、50 jobs、100 jobs 

 

 
Fig. 1. Topology of the experiment 

4.2   Results and Discussion 

Some traditional replica replacement algorithms are introduced first for a comparison. 

For example, least frequently used algorithm (LFU), least recently used algorithm 

(LRU) and random replacement algorithm. 

The purpose of the research of replica replacement algorithm is to improve the grid 

performance, which can be best evaluated by the parameter of mean job time. As 

Table 1 shows, we submitted 10 jobs, 50 jobs, 100 jobs separately in order to have a 

look at the performance of our new replica replacement algorithm (RPA1) under 

different levels of workloads. We also made a comparison of mean job time among 

RPA1, LFU and LRU. The results depicted by Figure 2 indicate that RPA1 algorithm 

has a smaller mean job time and shows better performance as workload increases. It 

is because that keeping high value replicas reduces the times of requesting replicas 

from distant sites. Additionally, since prediction is based on the historical data, which 

will show more accuracy as time increases, a better prediction of bandwidth would 

happen more likely. 

Next, we make a little modification of RPA1. We don’t predict the bandwidth and 

choose the best one. Instead, the algorithm which we called RPA2 picks a network 

link randomly to transfer replicas. There is another algorithm which has been intro-

duced in section 3.3. Instead of dividing a replica into several equal parts and predict-

ing the bandwidth periodically, it makes a prediction of bandwidth just at the begin-

ning and chooses the best one to transfer the whole replica. We call this algorithm 

RPA3 as short. Figure 3 shows the mean job time of RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3 for 10 

jobs, 50 jobs and 100 jobs. As we can see, RPA1 and RPA3 have shorter mean job 

time than RPA2, which proves that the prediction of bandwidth has a good effect on 

grid performance. Moreover, RPA1 has a smaller mean job time than RPA3. The 

：CE 

：SE   



reason is that the bandwidth of a link changes dynamically. Once the chosen best link 

begins to slow down, the transfer might cost more time. Therefore, predicting the 

bandwidth periodically and transferring one part of a replica one time could reduce 

this kind of risk. 
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Fig. 2. Mean job time of RPA1, LRU and LFU for 10 jobs, 50 jobs and 100 jobs 
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Fig. 3. Mean job time of RPA1, RPA2 and RPA3 for 10 jobs, 50 jobs and 100 jobs 

 

The results shown in Figure 4 indicate that RPA1 decreases the bandwidth con-

sumption. It is mainly because the increase in replica value reduces the times of repli-

ca replacement. Of course, the prediction of bandwidth also contributes to it. 

In all, our promising results demonstrate that our new algorithm improves the grid 

performance. 
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Fig. 4. Average bandwidth consumption for 10 jobs, 50 jobs and 100 jobs 

5   Conclusion 

A VO-based two-stage replica replacement algorithm is proposed in this paper. We 

find it is very hard to make a prediction of replica value in real grid systems, for the 

file access pattern can’t be easily determined. Therefore, replica value is calculated 

according to popularity in the first stage, and high value replicas are fixed to replace 

low value replicas. In the second stage, replacement cost can be made as low as poss-

ible through the prediction of network bandwidth periodically. The experiment results 

demonstrate that our new algorithm contributes to better grid performance. 

In future work, we plan to use multiple replicas to improve the speed of data trans-

fer during the replacement process, and design a new mechanism to meet QoS re-

quirements in parallel transfer if needed.  
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